
RePHILL
Pre-hospital blood in trauma



Traditional 
approach

• Immediate action if low BP
• 2 L of crystalloid stat (aiming 3:1 mL of blood loss)
• Then RBC if still shocked
• Colloids
• Then thinking moved to replacing what was lost



What is 
blood?

Packed Red blood cells

Without platelets, plasma, calcium

pH 6.79

Older cells (6.7 days storage – EU, worse 
UK)

Damage Control Resuscitation (DCR)

é SBP fine once bleeding controlled ( GDT 
approach)

If bleeding, should think about Damage 
Control Resuscitation



4 pillars of 
DCR

1 Permissive 
hypotension

2 Haemostatic 
Resuscitation

3 Limiting 
crystalloid and 

colloid

4 Damage 
control surgery



Previously

• Whole blood vs Packed 
Red Cells

• Plasma - FFP / freeze 
dried

• Pre-hospital delivery

• Military and civilian 
studies suggest early 
transfusion improves 
survival but trial 
evidence inconclusive



Pre-hospital 
blood?

‘Implementation without information’



RCTs published during study

PAMPER

•30-day mortality was significantly lower in the plasma (FFP) group compared to control (23% vs 
33.0%; difference −9.8%, p=0.03)

•NNT to prevent one death at 30 days=10

COMBAT

•no evidence of survival improvement

Post-hoc combined analysis of 626 participants in both studies suggest that 
prehospital plasma is associated with a survival benefit when transport times 
are longer than 20 min





Protocol

Design: Multicentre, allocation concealed, open-label, parallel group, 
randomised, controlled, phase 3 trial 

Setting: 4 UK civilian prehospital critical care services

Adults (≥16) with trauma-related haemorrhagic shock and 
hypotension (SBP <90 mm Hg or absent radial pulse) 

Eligible participants were randomly assigned to receive either: 

• up to 2 units each of PRBC and LyoPlas or 
• up to 1 L of 0·9% sodium chloride 
• administered through the intravenous or intraosseous route via sealed treatment packs



Endpoint

• Composite
• Episode mortality
• Failure to clear lactate (<20% per hour in first 2 hours)
• Or both
• Patient POOs, Laboratory LOOs, Monitor MOOs

• Numbers
• Power: Absolute difference 20% to 10%
• Changed when actually 65%



Great achievement























Bayesian analysis

Probability blood better (ARR<0): 

Primary outcome 44-53%

Mortality 71-88%

Lactate clearance 81-87%











Reflections and what now?

Proportion with transport 
time 

<20 min
Primary outcome choice

Population older, more 
severely injured, high 
proportion of blunt 

traumatic injuries than in 
observational military 

studies



Reflections and what now?

PRBCs vs Whole blood
é K/H+

low Ca/DPG

Lyophilised plasma 
(vs FFP)

Role of coagulation 
factors, platelets, 

whole blood?

PRBC didn’t really 
raise Hb, required or 

plasma first?



Reflections and what now?

‘The implication is that the logistical and financial costs of 
bringing blood product resuscitation forward from hospital 
to the prehospital domain might not be routinely justified 
within the context of a modern major trauma network.’

Who might benefit - Goldilocks patients
Not if too sick
Small transfer time – over transfusion (reach Hb)?

Centres without blood vs those already using it



What now?

• PREHO-PLYO

• PRIEST

(both plasma trials)



Questions?


